This paper presents the technique to generate test cases from UML State diagram, that is based on path oriented approach. Genetic algorithm is used with stack based approach to get the optimized feasible test cases. Generated test cases are effective, efficient and optimized.
INTRODUCTION
Testing is one of the essential phase in software development life cycle. Its primary goal is to find the failure so that fault can be detected and corrected. Generating good and effective test cases are essential keeping in view the increased complexity of software. It ensures the quality and improves the efficiency of the software by performing software verification and validation. Testing is very expensive and requires lot of extra efforts. It is also very time consuming. Therefore the need of the hour is to reduce time, cost and extra efforts of testing for the better performance of the software. Testing can be carried out earlier in the development process so that the developer will be able to find the inconsistencies and ambiguities in the specification and hence will be able to improve the specification before the program is written [10] . Model based testing is specification and requirement based testing. By generating test cases based on requirement and specification, we are able to improve specification before the actual execution starts. Hence, it increase the reliability in testing and saves time, effort, cost and also reduces the number of errors and faults. Unified Modelling Language has become the de facto standard for modelling and design. It is widely accepted and used by industry [11] . Statechart represents the dynamic behavior of the object. UML Statechart gives the pictorial representation of both control flow as well as data flow.
Generating test cases from UML state chart method verifies the executability during path generation which prevents generating paths which will be discarded later. Effectiveness of test cases generated from UML Statechart is measured by state coverage, transition coverage and transition pair coverage criteria. This paper presents path-oriented test data generation which is an undecidable problem [12] . Path oriented test case generation aims to generate feasible test cases that covers every possible path in the program unit under test. It is difficult to get all path coverage, as due to the presence of loop in a program, we can have infinite number of paths. And if the program contain predicates then the path is exponential to the number of predicates and it may also lead to infeasible paths. Hence, path oriented testing can be called as a NP complete problem. In this paper we have presented an approach for test case generation using path oriented approach. Generated test cases are optimized using genetic algorithm. The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a brief description about related work. Section 3 presents the proposed work. Section 4 presents a case study. Section 5 gives conclusions and future work.
RELATED WORK
Researchers have proposed many test case generation technique for state based testing. Chow T. S.
[5] presented state machine diagram automatically converted into transition tree and test sequences obtained from transition tree satisfying specified criteria. Raluca Lefticaru et al. [12] proposed a method to generate feasible test sequence by applying genetic algorithms in transition containing guards condition as algebraic predicates. A. J. Offutt et al. [13] presented a method to get the test inputs based on state specifications and selecting test cases from formal criteria. Rajappa et al. [8] proposed the method to convert the state diagram into dual graph and Eular path has been guided by GA to produced the test sequences. Mahesh Shirole et al. [9] presented a methodology for generating test sequences by converting EFSMs into extended control flow graph and generating test cases and test data by applying GA and selection method guided by data flow. Bosman [24] proposed test sequence generation based on testing coverage criteria by using partialw method. Kansomkeat S. et al. [25] presented an approach to convert UML Statechart into testing flow graph. Generate test sequence from testing flow graph guided by transition guards. Selection of test cases did by mutation analysis. Derderian K. et al [26] presented an approach for GA based test case generation of FSM. Fitness function is based on temporal constraints and guard ranking. Kung et al. [27] proposed a method for constructing state machine by using the symbolic execution. Test cases are generated using Chow's method. Selection technique proposed in literature for EFSM: [15, 16, 17, 18] proposed the control flow based selection technique and [19, 20 , 21, 22, 23] proposed the data flow selection technique for EFSM based test sequence. node is calculated by using algorithm presented in [26] . We use roulette wheel method for selecting individuals. Individual probability is calculated based on the fitness of the individual. cumulative probability is calculated based on individual probability. Random numbers are generated randomly for each individuals. Individuals are selected for next generation which are having random values smaller then final probability Fitness function
PROPOSED WORK
Individual Probability P(X) = F(X)/ (3) where n is initial population size.
Cumulative Probability CP(Xk) = (4)
Crossover: It recombines the selected pairs of individuals from previous generation with the specified probability known as crossover probability. It produces new individuals for next generation. It is applied to get the better individuals from the existing ones. Many crossover operators are used in GA such as single-point, double-point, shuffle crossover etc. We are using single point crossover with crossover probability of 0.8. Mutation: It works on bits. Bits are mutate based on mutation probability. Here we are using mutation probability as 0.2. Mutation helps in introducing diversity into the genetic pool. It adds new individuals randomly to the population and thereby avoids solution being struck in the local optima.
Proposed Approach
The Proposed method is as follows: 1) Draw the UML Statechart from given software specification.
2) Convert the UML Statechart into intermediate graph.
3) Find the predicates and based on predicate traverse the graph to generate test sequence. 4) Calculate the cost of each path. 5) Apply genetic algorithm until all paths are covered. 6) For each test path a) Calculate the fitness value F(x)=(C*C)+stack weight. b) Calculate the individual probability. c) Calculate the cumulative probability value. d) Bin range is specified based on cumulative probability. e) Random number is generated for each individual/ chromosome and the specific bin in which it lies is found out. f) Perform crossover operation. g) Apply mutation operation.
CASE STUDY
For better understanding of the above discussed approach, we have taken ATM system's one transaction state chart into consideration as shown in Fig.1 . From the state chart diagram we have the intermediate graph as shown in Fig.2 . There are 4 predicates in our Intermediate graph i.e 2, 3, 4, 5. Each event which is shown as edge of the intermediate graph is represented by two bits. These predicates form the chromosome the length of which is determined by the total number of bits used to represent the events. We have chosen initial population as 01010101, 00000101, 01001001, 01010100 as shown in Table II . We calculate fitness value of each path using (2). Random numbers are generated between 0 and 1. In this example GA is run for 10 iterations. For the first chromosome 01010101, Path for corresponding chromosome is 1-2-3-5-6-7-8. Cost of this path is 6-7+2=1. The stack weight of this path is calculated using 
After executing Iteration I to X, in tenth iteration shown in Table VII , 01010100 individual has the highest fitness value as compared to other individuals. Therefore highest priority is assigned to this path. Corresponding path according to the chromosome is 1-2-3-5-6-7-8 which act as test case. It should be tested first in path testing. 
CONCLUSION
Test case generation in path testing yields many infeasible paths which increase the time and cost of testing. We presented an approach for model based test case generation from UML State diagram using path oriented approach. Test cases generation method uses predicate coverage criteria. It is guided by genetic algorithm to get the feasible and optimal paths which act as test cases. Hence, all state coverage, all transition coverage is achieved.
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